-----Original Message----From: Heike Larson [mailto:heikelarson@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, March 05, 2010 1:07 PM
To: EBSA, E-ORI - EBSA
Subject: RIN 1210-AB33
In a country that was founded on individual rights, including the right
to property, this administration's mere proposal to convert private
401(k) accounts into government programs should be so absurd as to not
even come up for discussion. That this administration has opened a
discussion of this topics shows its true agenda: emasculating
Americans, making them into subjects in a European style welfare state.
As an immigrant naturalized citizen, I hereby vow to take my money out
of my 401(k) accounts (penalties and all) rather than let government
bureaucrats confiscate it. And while I am at it, I may well take it out
of the country - say, to China or Singapore: once the US government
feels empowered to take away our lives savings, I do not feel safe even
investing in companies here.
DO NOT EVEN THINK ABOUT TAKING OUR SAVINGS - WE EARNED THEM, AND YOU
HAVE NO RIGHT WHATSOEVER TO STEAL THEM FROM US.
For, by implementing the Marxist maxime of 'from each according to his
ability, to each according to his need' - you are violating the highest
principles of this country - and revealing yourself to event the most
blind as a socialist, plain and simple.
What really needs to happen to reform our financial system and secure
our retirement, is not more government theft and regulation - but the
return of the free market to finance: abolish the SEC and FDIC, phase
out Social Security, do away with government-approved rating agencies,
stop subsidizing housing through Fannie, Freddie et al, and return to
free-market, gold-based money (abolish the FED and its inflation and
boom/bust cycles): that is a program of change that really would
enhance wealth and return this country to its former international
leadership position.
Sincerely,
Heike Larson
heikelarson@yahoo.com

